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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Day 17: Thursday, May 29, 2014— Coullioures

Day 17: Thursday, May 29, 2014—Coullioures

Two cars to Coullioures today, arriving around noon, park-
ing full, waited in line, parked, called Brody, reassembled at 
the tourist office, except it wasn’t. We followed signs to it, and 
ended up in a bookstore where the lady was telling us she 
wasn’t the TO. And besides, the TO was closed for lunch!

They found us there—B trapped in fascination at what she 
was telling.

She had—she was a scholar of and had written—a guide to 
the Fauvist Walk. We had read at the Terrus museum about how 
Terrus had met Matisse and Derain while they were being so 
impressed by the light and color in Collioure that they began 
Fauvist painting. So we bought her guide.

B insisting we find the picture plaques for the Fauvist Walk. 
But first we went to a café on the waterfront. 

Found a seaside café and seats facing the sea for drinks—
sangria!—salads, seafood. Dipped my feet in the Med. Sat 
for 2 hours mesmerized by the so very clear blue sky and 
azure water. Bucky determined to find Fauvist panels, girls 
determined to shop.

http://www.wheretheartiststood.co.uk/colliourewalks.html


Courtesy of Dave

Dave took pictures while they walked to the bookstore…



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

The old boats are the kind that used to comprise the fishing fleet, but these are kept for tourist photo opps.



Courtesy of Dave




































































































Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave
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Day 17: Thursday, May 29, 2014— Coullioures

Walking, shopping in Collioure

Compromised by seeing a few panels/plaques on the 
waterfront, stopping to listen to a blues band and then into 
old town for shopping.

Dave made a 7:30 restaurant reservation while we all 
wandered around the old town window shopping. Had good 
gelato treats. After a while, I needed Scottish power nap so 
we split up—Amy and Deb shopping and to meet us at the 
restaurant at 7:15, we to the sandy beach for my nap.

Once on the beach, that’s where we stayed till the ladies 
found us! They were laughing at our laziness. Dave had 
snagged us 3 Sangrias and we watched the kids play while 
we totally relaxed and D wandered to take some pictures. 
One group of kids had invented a game of jumping from the 
sidewalk down onto the beach, running back up the steps 
and jumping again. This went on for the whole time we sat!

Restaurant just around the corner. Meals satisfactory 
but of the high falutin pretty small portions variety. Bucky 
dumbstruck by his main course of anchovies being just two!* 
Got cold and windy as the sun set. Bathroom ranked a 4.

Did not caravan home, we arrived first—the kids** goofed 
up and went to Spain! Dave figured they had just enough 
euro to pay tolls coming home but going in and out of Spain 
cost 90 cents—they came home home with just 65 cents in 
cash among all three of them!

* The first time we visited Collioure, I ate a big, oily bowl of anchovies for supper.
** By now, having been asked twice if our friends were our children, “the kids” 
and “Pops” had become a running joke.



A bluesy band was setting up on the waterfront.





Courtesy of Dave






















Next to the arch, one of the Fauvist Walk plaques.







Into the Old Town; Dave and Bucky consulting.



And back out. Bucky wants to find the plaques showing the Fauvist picture painting spots.



What Matisse painted…



The view that inspired him.











A painting…



The view.












Courtesy of Dave

Shopping began with gelato.



Courtesy of Dave











Finding Loie’s Nap Beach.





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Perfect…



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave

Silly jumping kids!



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Kind of napping…



Courtesy of Dave

Discovered by the shoppers.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Nice hat…ummm, whose?



Courtesy of Dave

Time for supper.



Courtesy of Dave



After supper, views from the Nap Beach.





Courtesy of Dave
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Day 18: Friday, May 30, 2014—Toulouse

Day 18: Friday, May 30, 2014—Toulouse

Dave, B, I drove Debra to airport in Toulouse; rain in AM. 
Located train station and car return situation for when we 
take the train. No Agen business this time!

Lunch. Across the canal, seeing lock. Found the bistro the 
kids had eaten at on their arrival day. D was so eager to take 
us there. Closed! No reason we could see—sign said open 
on Fridays. We hoped there wasn’t any horrible problem. D 
found another place that sounded good, but rain began.

Too much for us to walk, stood under an awning for a while. 
Rain let up a bit and we charged out to find a taxi. Success but 
then the taxi lady told me to take off my jacket so the seat 
didn’t get wet. Oh brother! She drove us a long round-about 
route in retaliation for our dampness. Rain over by the time 
we got to Le Genty Magre—named for the street. Very good 
lunch upstairs and—B asked if their cassoulet could be had 
with emporter for supper! So then B was carrying a sack of 
cassoulet all day!

Saw the Cathédrale Saint-Étienne de Toulouse. With grave of 
Piquet, builder of the canal. Odd f loor plan because two 
churches were stuck together, and never made into one.

Walked through part of the city park.
Looked on Skinny Girl for taxi stops to get back to train 

station. Ended up at a Metro stop with a wonderful treat shop 
across the street.

Home—with T & V for apperitifs that turned into al fresco 
supper. B set up the empty bottles for pictures before taking 
them out to recycle.

Cath%C3%A9drale%20Saint-%C3%89tienne%20de%20Toulouse






Walking into the city, a lock on the Canal du Midi. The canal was everywhere!





















Oh no, closed!











The bisro being closed, Dave makes reservations.



Loie shops.











Drenched by rain, after a cab ride, we approach lunch.







Finally, wet but undaunted—lunch.



Courtesy of Dave



Fortified, we explore Toulouse.







A stop along here for the post office.





The Cathedral St. Etienne.

























The grave marker of De Riquet, who built the Canal du Midi.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre-Paul_Riquet
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Courtesy of Dave



The ugliest war memorial.























Courtesy of Dave



Finding the park. Rain has cleared off!





B said, “These are welcoming.”







But the park is beautiful.











Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave

Bears!























D said he could live in Toulouse.



Courtesy of Dave

After a long, involved and thankfully successful search 
for a public toilet, we saw this sandwich-board 
sign. Thought it was cute. Have no idea if good for 
business.



A quick stop for goodies while Bucky looks for cabs/tries to figure out the metro.



Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave

Driving out of Toulouse, along the Canal.



















Somewhere we had passed a nursery where ancient old olive trees in tubs were for sale.



Bottle documentation. We added a few later this evening. This count does not, of course, include what we guzzled when 
away from home.












Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

The boys dream of Paris with their lovely wives…
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Day 19: Saturday, May 31, 2014—Transfer to Paris

Day 19: Saturday, May 31, 2014—Transfer to Paris

Train to Paris. In Toulouse, distraught British couple in 
Europcar office whose car was not there. Photos of Pony Boy 
just in case.

Very nice seating on the train. B had been worried that our 
assigned numbers didn’t seem to be together in a table nook, 
but couldn’t figure out how to contact anyone to confirm. We 
did end up in a table nook all together—not a lot of leg+foot 
room, but comfortable.

Dave finished off the luques with his bamboo skewer.
In Paris, we split up and took cabs. We waited forever in a 

long line, which we think we did before with Mary & Ed.
Hotel du College with Knights Templar decorations.
Supper at La Forge.
Home.











Piano free for anyone to play in the train station.
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Day 20: Sunday, June 1, 2014—Notre Dame; Family Lunch; Montmartre walk

Day 20: Sunday, June 1, 2014—Notre Dame; Family Lunch; Montmartre walk

Transfer to Marie Françoises’ apartment by taxi—easy!
Notre Dame mass. I had asked B a long time ago to find 

something different for us to do in Paris. He came up with 
the Gregorian Chant mass before our traditional Sunday 
Family Brunch with Marie Françoise and Lucile. A & D said 
they would like to go. We planned to meet there. Chatting 
with MF after arrival went on for a while and B finally said 

“We have to go now.” Took longer than we thought to walk to 
ND and we were later than we had said we’d be. No A & D, so 
we went in. 

Service was nice, but not enough singing. Also was through 
loudspeakers so not the same kind of resonant sound we had 
heard in Carcassonne. B had to go out to find a toilet and that 
took him forever—public ones closed, broken.

After the service B said we should wait to see if A & D came 
out. And they did! We all agreed it was a good thing to have 
done, but not the most wonderful experience.

So, on to lunch, with B pointing out details along the way 
and A checking out the shops along ND. Walked over the 
bridge to Isle Saint Louis and saw the now-ubiquitous love 
locks.* Then along to Berthillon store, closed, but at least the 
kids know where it is.

Wasn’t difficult to find La Dome du Marais, our lunch destina-

* Subject: Check it out. This happened Sunday!

From: Dave Brody

Sent: Jun 10, 8:41 pm

To: Bucky Edgett, Delores Maminski, Amy Brody

http://www.people.com/article/love-locks-break-paris-bridge

The bridge railing that collapsed was not the one we walked by, but, still.

tion. We had asked MF to get a reservation—this was the 
restaurant where I first tried a raw oyster and I wanted so 
much to go back.**

** RE: brunch le dimanche 1er Juin

bucky@luckypro.biz [bucky@luckypro.biz]

Sent: May 11, 6:18 pm

To: marie francoise turpin

Cc: Dolores Maminski, Dave Brody

Dear Marie Françoise,

You are our savior! We do not require sun. We will just be happy if the Gates of 

Hell are not open! We will enjoy their offerings, I am sure.

Thank you so much for arranging this. And thank you for sending the new door 

codes.

We cannot wait another minute to be in your Paris!

Yours truly,

Bucky

    --------- Original Message ---------

    Subject: RE: brunch le dimanche 1er Juin

    From: “marie francoise turpin” <turpinmf@hotmail.com>

    Date: 5/11/14 4:36 am

    To: “Bucky Edgett” <bucky@luckypro.biz>

    Dear Bucky

    At long last I managed to get in touch with Le Dome

    It seems they didn’t receive your mail dated 5/5

    So I reserved a table for 6 for a brunch on June 1

    I insisted on having a table Under the dome to make up for your disappoint-

ment last time. They start at noon

    The only little disenchantment for you is there no oysters in June as I feared but 

I’m sure you’ll enjoy other French foods

http://www.ledomedumarais.fr/
http://www.people.com/article/love-locks-break-paris-bridge
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Day 20: Sunday, June 1, 2014—Notre Dame; Family Lunch; Montmartre walk

We walked through the Jewish quarter—Hebrew lettering 

    If the sun is with us I’m sure it’ll be a very lovely outing. Love to both of you. 

See you very soon now

    mf and lucile

-------- Original Message ---------

    To: turpin

    From: bucky

    Subject: FWD: brunch le dimanche 1er Juin

    Date: Sat, 10 May 2014 19:01:37 -0700

    Dear Marie Franoise,

    I sent the email copied below to the Dome de Marais, and have not received an 

answer.

    Could you call them and ask if they have made a reservation for us?

    Thank you!

    Yours truly,     Bucky        -

-------- Original Message ---------

        Subject: brunch le dimanche 1er Juin

        From: bucky

        Date: 5/5/14 11:51 pm

        To: “Cher Amis” 

        Cc: “Dolores Maminski”

        Cher amis,

        Nous aimerions être six pour un brunch le dimanche 1er Juin. Ce sera une 

visite de retour pour deux d’entre nous, qui avait délicieuses huîtres à votre restau-

rant il ya de nombreuses années. Mais malheureusement, à cette occasion, nous 

n’étions pas en mesure de s’asseoir sous le dôme.

        Ainsi pouvons-nous s’il vous plaît avoir une table sous le dôme, le dimanche 

midi en famille? Nous attendons de votre aimable réponse!

        Merci pour votre aide.

        Cordialement,

        Bucky Edgett

on many signs, a deli. B said a duo playing music on the cor-
ner of the square was a klezmer band—accordion and fiddle 
(?). We found a dress shop A wanted to revisit. Then, D du M, 
and MF and Lucile found us. 

We waited a few minutes to be recognized and seated. 
They offered a table in the hall, not under the dome as MF 
had assured us she requested. B objected and we were led 
into the dome room—beautiful setting. Then we looked at 
the menu and it was terrible. Like an Arby’s or something at 
home—brunch menu was pastries, scrambled eggs, omelet. 
Main courses led off with cheese burger—all in English.

We milled around the table, looked at each other and 
walked out, making little apologetic noises and gestures as 
we sped by. It was an awful disappointment. Nothing like we 
remembered. Outside, B said he had taken a menu for history. 
But now what to do? D to the rescue—found a better place on 
his phone, called, OK, reservation. 

Montmartre walk; crazy ball dancer.








Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave

Across the river and into the Marais Jewish Quarter.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

A klezmer-style duo in the Jewish Quarter.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

It looked as nice as we remembered.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

But then we started reading the menu.



Courtesy of Dave

And so, off to a Dave find.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave
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Day 20: Sunday, June 1, 2014—Notre Dame; Family Lunch; Montmartre walk

Lunch

Dave found us Le Colimaçon, which looked unpreposess-
ing, but was wonderful. 

Had to have a walk while we waited for them to open. 
B said we should go to Place des Voges but that took too 
long, so we ended up just having a look around the Marais 
neighborhood.

When seated, menu on a chalkboard, waiter giving long 
explanations of everything with Lucile and MF interpreting, 
advising. Discussions of wines. Immense fun procedure, and 
delicious meal. Just what we wanted!



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave

After lunch, Lucile and Marie Françoise went home, and we went to Montmartre. Bucky led a walk using maps and docu-
ments he had stored on SG. So, off to the Metro, past the Pompidou Center.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Montmartre, Abbesses art nouveau Metro stop.



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave

A Wallace fountain on the Place.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wallace_fountain


Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave



Water from a Wallace fountain.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wallace_fountain




The French do a lot of things marvelously well, but they absolutely fail at cute.









Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Street theater was happening!



Courtesy of Dave



















Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave

We fell into a piano bar for refreshment.












Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Place du Tertre, tourist site supreme.



Courtesy of Dave



À la Mère Catherine, supposedly where the term “bistro” was coined.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%25C3%2580_la_M%25C3%25A8re_Catherine


The kids got waylaid by a smooth talker.



Courtesy of Dave



The little church of St. Pierre, one of the oldest in Paris, with the Sacré Coure behind.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint-Pierre_de_Montmartre










Courtesy of Dave

The raggedy old pillar is supposedly from the Roman 
era temple that the church was built over. 

Montmartre = Mount of Mars?



Courtesy of Dave



In St. Pierre, our favorite saint, St. Denis, one of two 
patron saints of Paris. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denis






At the Sacré Coeur.









Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

This fellow kicked the ball, climbed on a lampost and 
generally did amazing things for ten minutes.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave









Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



The Clos Monmartre, a newish vinyard where many used to flourish.

http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2009/oct/03/paris-wine-vineyards-montmartre














A providential find.











Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Yes, St Denis again, in a park looking out toward 
the basilica built miles away where either he walked 
carrying his head, or, picked it up after it had rolled 
there.









Courtesy of Dave



The Walker Through Walls.

http://www.coolstuffinparis.com/le-passe-muraille.php




This was a nice coincidence. We had been to see a 
Van Gogh exhibit at the Phillips Gallery with Amy & 
Dave. One of the pictures there was a watercolor of this 
corner.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



A little further on, another of the remaining windmils of Montmartre.





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Amelie’s bar.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Am%25C3%25A9lie


Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



As the sun sets, the lights come up!









Courtesy of Dave



For the terminally obsessed, more or less our route for the walk.
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Day 21: Monday, June 2, 2014—Paris walk with Batobus

Day 21: Monday, June 2, 2014—Paris walk with Batobus

B had worked out an itinerary for us to include some of the 
sights Amy and Dave wanted to see. And have a boat ride.

So we walked over to see the kids’ apartment, then through 
the Jardin des Plantes to the river and the last Batobus stop to 
buy our day pass. Rode a few minutes to the Louvre stop and 
began our walk. B trying to identify and point out landmarks 
a long the way.

A & D impressed by the courtyard and the Louvre. Lots of 
picture taking, with Arago medallions. Most of them gone. Then 
toilettes necessary—asked directions and ended up in a crazy 
pay toilet in the Louvre underground. Had bright colored 
toilet paper and other bathroom stuff for sale.

Had some street breakfast from one of the shops under the 
arcades along Rue de Rivoli.*

Walked through Tuilleries—everyone pleased with the 
walk so far and D got an amazing picture of a young boy 
thrilled by his carousel ride. At the Place de La Concorde 
D was excited by the prospect of driving some amazing fast 
luxury car around Paris—the cars were sitting, parked and 
were for hire. Then B said they were for a tour in, not for driv-
ing. That was no fun.

Walked out the Champs d’Elysee. Thought we might pop 
in the Grand Palais—too pricey so just a lookover. A bit later 
B saw Ladurée sweet shop—best macarons in Paris! So a nice 
long stop at the sidewalk tables for sweets and drinks.

We bought a box of macarons for the flight attendants.**

* I should have remembered to suggest the Tuilleries gardens for the eating, but it 
didn’t occur to me. Darn!

** This is a new strategy of Loie’s. Take a box of candy on the plane, and give it to 

The Arc de Triomphe was surrounded by traffic and it took 
us a minute to find the pedestrian tunnel. Decided to forgo 
the top again on the basis of price. Everyone said maybe next 
time!

Bus to Trocadero & Eiffel Tower—B making a game of 
“Who sees it first?” Excellent view from the plaza and a walk 
under for lots of pictures. While we were walking down to 
the river, the water cannons went off—that was a first for us, 
and pretty spectacular.

Batobus home to apperitifs with MF but no Lucile—study-
ing for an exam.

Supper at Le Petite Pontois. I spilled a little sauce on B’s 
jacket. He said, “Now it’s well seasoned.”

We spoke with some nice people at the next table who told 
us to thank Dad for serving during the war.

the flight crew. Get some extra consideration and bits of service. Everybody wins!

http://www.batobus.com/english/batobus-navettes-promenade-paris-seine-escales.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_meridian
https://www.laduree.com/en_int/


Kinetic sculpture in A & D’s beautiful apartment.






Courtesy of Dave

Entering the Jardin des Plantes. The lefthand lion is holding a little dog; the righthand is sniffing a buried foot.



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave

Leaving the park, headed for the Batobus!



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Into the Louvre courtyards through the Porte des Lions.



Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave
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Courtesy of Dave













Courtesy of Dave

You can’t have too many pictures here.



Courtesy of Dave

























Bucky searching out Arago medallions.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_meridian








Courtesy of Dave

In honor of Debra, who was compulsively taking foot pictures of manhole covers and drains for a friend.







Courtesy of Dave

B explaining about the underneath.













Courtesy of Dave

Looking for a toilette.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Found it.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Dave went all the way under the Pyramide.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Breakfast shopping on the Rue de Rivoli



Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave







We were on our way to the elusive Tower. Eventually!

















Courtesy of Dave









Several of these Roman style river god sculptures at the end/beginning of the gardens.



Ah, our old friend the Tiber River.









Courtesy of Dave

Dave so wanted to drive one!



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Kind of a Bucky trick: the “oldest thing” in Paris is an ancient Egyptian obelisk.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

What the heck is that on the horizon? And why is no one admiring it?









Out the Champs Elysées, a peek at the Grand Palais.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Palais








Courtesy of Dave

Across the street, the Petite Palais.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

The Grande Ronde, a free-for-all roundabout.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Aubrac “steack!” Just like in St. Jean de Bueges!



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Much needed: a stop at a very nice branch of Ladurée.

https://www.laduree.com/en_int/




From now on, everyone can stop worrying about 
whether they live up to Parisian standards of 
fashion.





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Loie leads the way across the road to…



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Another objective attained: The Arc du Triomphe!







Courtesy of Dave













Courtesy of Dave









Courtesy of Dave

Next, bus to…



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

The Trocodero Plaza and the Towel!



Courtesy of Dave

Entering the Trocadero Plaza.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Bucky the schlepapotamus is carrying macarons.



















Courtesy of Dave’s camera



Courtesy of Dave’s camera







Courtesy of Dave









The French Open, often referred to as Roland Garros (officially: Les internationaux de France de Tennis, Roland Garros; 
also called Tournoi de Roland-Garros) is a major tennis tournament held over two weeks between late May and early June 
at the Stade Roland Garros in Paris, France. Named after the French aviator Roland Garros, it is the premier clay court 
tennis championship event in the world and the second of four annual Grand Slam tournaments; the other three being 
the Australian Open, Wimbledon and the US Open. Roland Garros is the only Grand Slam event held on clay and ends 
the spring clay court season. —Wikipedia




















Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave

Looking back up to the Trocadero Plaza.









Courtesy of Dave













Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave






















Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave





Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Back to the Batobus.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Sights along the Seine…



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

Back home through the Jardin des Plantes.



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

For Amy!



Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

One of Paris’ oldest trees.



Courtesy of Dave







Courtesy of Dave



Two shady and tired characters at Le Petite Pontoise.

http://www.zagat.com/r/le-petit-pontoise-paris%3Fgclid%3DCjkKEQjwrLSdBRDYvIL0soO4vo0BEiQABALkqbptHtnWidZerGDfPGuHWaJPiv0FguAd-i-oZTQbagnw_wcB






Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave

This was supposed to document Loie spilling balsamic vinegar on Bucky’s jacket. Can’t see any; can you?



Courtesy of Dave’s camera



Courtesy of Dave



These nice people told us to thank Loie’s dad for serving during the war.
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Day 22: Tuesday, June 3, 2014—Montparnasse walk

D & A at Versailles.
Montparnasse walk.
Homard supper redux with MF.







For Niece Alyssa.







We found a library!
































































































































This street is why we want to live in Paris.





Oh, to be shopping for supper fixings in Paris.























































Completely inadvertantly, we found the Catacombs entrance. Loie documented for Amy.


































Reading the Cadogan, Bucky saw we were very near the Paris Observatory: more Arago.

























The Paris meridian.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_meridian






















































































An odd little street.

































The Montsouris reservoir, and by now we were flagging.











We decided this little street would be our last (2/3 through the walk) and we would catch a bus at the Parc Montsouris.





On the corner, the home/studio Maison Ozenfant 
designed by Le Courbusier for his friend. Sadly, the 
north-facing “sawtooth” clerestory windows that 
illuminated the second story studio been removed.

Below: circa 1922.

http://en.wikiarquitectura.com/index.php/Ozenfant_House
















































Now, into the Parc Montsouris (Mouse Mountain Park.) Not really, see the link. But that’s what a nice policeman told us.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parc_Montsouris



























































Once again, the route. More or less; we made some deviations here and there.
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Day 23: Wednesday, June 4, 2014—Cluny, Carnavalet; chocolate; Bistrotters, Towel twinkle

It’s been a long trip and the Diary is suffering. A few notes—
Day on our own. A & D to the Catacombs.
To the Cluny for restored tapestries in redone room. Looked 

clean!
To Carnavalet museum for an art nouveau jewelry store—sur-

prise destination chosen by B. New destination for us. Had a 
bit of trouble finding it, but beautiful once there.

Rain and dodging into doorways. Strong wind, too. Were 
headed to a special shop B found in a guide on SG for treats 
for the flight crew when we passed a good looking chocolate 
store, so shopped there. More than good enough!

Excellent dinner at Bistrotters, D’s choice and destination. D 
having fun asking for recommendations and discussing wine. 
Then—the real fun.

B convinced us we needed to see the Tower twinkle. We 
weren’t far from it at supper. We went to the Metro and 
headed to the Trocadero again. Time was running out to see 
the next twinkle. Looking at maps, we decided to get off at a 
stop on the river, one or two before Trocadero. Running down 
a long winding street, looking for the way to the waterside. B 
lagging behind—too much supper!

Finally came out at the end of the bridge we had just come 
over—perfect spot and just barely in time. Wide view of 
the Tower and looking a bit along the river—twinkle lights 
reflected on the water. B exclaiming “Even better than the 
plaza” and laughing. Made us all laugh!

D taking pictures on his phone and posting them to 
Facebook on the spot.

Trudged back to the Metro—some trouble with a ticket lost 
or not working—D had to buy more. But eventually home 

safe and sound and very sleepy.

http://artdaily.com/news/66963/Newly-restored--The-Lady-and-the-Unicorn--tapestries-presented-at-Mus-e-de-Cluny%23.VDrYU-fmVFQ
http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/en/museum-carnavalet
http://www.bistrotters.com/%3Flang%3Den


In the courtyard at Marie Françoise’s.














Musée National du Moyen Age (Thermes de Cluny).



























Our old friend St. Denis.





Musée Carnavalet, looking for the Georges Fouquet Jewelry Store.

























The macarons got stale, so we needed chocolate treats for the plane.

















After a rather rainy day, a sunny evening. And off to Bistrotters.

















Courtesy of Dave

A mad dash to the river caught a perfect view.












Courtesy of Dave



Courtesy of Dave
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Day 24: Thursday, June 5, 2014—Jardin des Plantes, Return

Visit to the park and the greenhouse. Never had been in 
there. 

Cab ride shared with A & D. Picked us up first—waiting 
when walked out. Then while waiting for them to come down, 
our driver said good thing we were leaving early—President 
Obama flying in today. Joining the Queen and others for cel-
ebration of D-Day! Airport road due to be closed for security 
in a few hours!

We called up to D to hurry. All went well—plenty of time 
and no bad traffic. Very good driver.

Flight attendants enjoyed their chocolates.
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Rocks, People

The news just continued to pile in. Dana and Amy both sent links to 
a block-buster discovery: Indonesian cave art comparable to that of 
France and Spain had been dated to 39,000 BC. Not only were the 
animal drawings of similar style, the art contained the exact same 
kinds of hand-stenciling found in Europe. There’s no living way 
that is a parallel development, a coincidence.

This tradition must have been carried out of Africa long before 
its supposed revolutionary appearance in Europe. Now we just 
have to wait for the archaeologists to publish some pictures of the 
geometric symbols that are undoubtedly also there.

An interesting article was published in the November/December 
Archaeology. “The Neolithic Toolkit” described the discovery and 
analysis of a 7,000 year old wood lined well in Eastern Germany. The 
carpentry was fantastically advanced: “tusked mortise and tenon 
joints, a technique not seen again until the Roman Empire five 
millennia later.” Well, not seen by us, because we haven’t bothered 
to spend the time and money to find examples of it.

Apparently there’s no longer any mystery about how or why the 
builders of Stonehenge used mortise and tenon joinery in their 
stonework. 

In the same issue, “The Buffalo Chasers” detailed the workings of 
complicated stone alignments that helped the ancestral Blackfoot 
people of Montana organize buffalo drives over low cliffs. The new 
work locating and analyzing these structures, especially in the light 
of living Blackfeet oral tradition and continuing ritual practices, 
now supposedly casts the ancestors in a whole new light.

Instead of simple opportunistic foragers and light-duty hunters, 
the ancestors lives were “…complex and thought out in ways that 
reflected powerful social controls.” 

Or, socially and technologically sophisticated beyond our previ-
ous imagination. 

Coming and Going
While we enjoyed working out how many Debras the enigmatic 
Malves menhir was tall, Michael told us most of the large menhirs 
we see today—as was the Malves—were reconstructed from pieces. 
And there were almost always three pieces, lying on the ground, 
waiting for some local history group or archaeology bureau to hoist 
them again.

As we saw in Brittany, the Grand Menhir Brisé had been delib-
erately toppled and broken. As we saw in Avebury, the megaliths 
had been toppled by Christians, but the Grand Menhir and its 
alignment had been broken in prehistory.

Competing beliefs have been around since, perhaps, forever. 
But pushing the rocks continued in some other form: the broken 
megaliths were used to build churches and cottages.

The rocks—the tools, the art, the social systems that use them 
and are structured by their use—come and go. We can use them or 
not, change them or see them changed around us willi-nilly. The 
kinds of rocks and wires don’t really matter, although people do 
seem to get exercised about them. It’s people that matter, people 
that endure, and what we’re doing to each other with our rocks, 
especially the rocks in our heads.

The End
This will be the last Afterword for The Rocks in Our Heads. Please 
see also the (someday to be produced)Afterword document.

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-29415716
http://www.iflscience.com/plants-and-animals/worlds-oldest-hand-stencils-discovered-tropical-cave
http://www.surprising.uni-freiburg.de/en/themenbibliothek/themen-archiv/oldest-timber-constructions
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